Financials & Supply Chain

Archiving

Maximise the efficiency of your business systems
and ensure optimum performance.

Key features and benefits
yy Improve performance on enquiries
yy Archive yet easily access your data
yy Efficiently manage the size and growth of your database
yy Streamline processes by archiving transactions more frequently

Manage the size and growth of your database
With TechnologyOne’s Archiving modules, transactional
information is archived into a separate storage location,
replicating minimal database tables and ensuring the
archiving database is kept as small as possible.

Future proof
With TechnologyOne you will never be stranded with
redundant or inaccessible archive databases. When you
upgrade your TechnologyOne Financials and Supply Chain
solutions, archiving databases are upgraded independently
through a seamless and straightforward upgrade path.
Regular and efficient archiving enables quicker software
upgrades because they deal with less data, meaning you can
more easily keep pace with today’s business environment.

Efficient
Financial Archiving enables criteria to be defaulted for different
types of ledgers. Supply Chain Archiving enables criteria to
be defaulted for purchasing, locations and inventory systems.
This means you only need to establish your archive policy
once. You can override the archive criteria or disable archiving
for individual ledgers locations or systems as required.

Flexible storage locations
The Archiving module offers the ability to use
the same or separate database or servers.

Integrated and intelligent
Data is accessible in both the live and archive databases
via a single sign-on and using the same reports and
enquiries. Archived data is easily retrieved for the
inclusion in individual account transaction listing enquiries
and some reports can be customised to provide full
access to the archived detail on a read-only basis.

Minimal replication
Only the relevant database tables are replicated in the archive
database, ensuring the archived data is kept to a minimum.
Financials Archiving
Use Financials Archiving across your
financial ledger transactions.
Supply Chain Archiving
Use Supply Chain Archiving to archive purchase orders,
stock transactions, and inventory financial transactions.
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